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1. INTRODUCTION
The results of the first phase of an experimental investi-
gation are presented in this report. The objective of this
investigation is to study the applicability of a theoretical
approach developed at Cornell and implemented in a computer
program developed by T. Pekoz fOT Diaphragm Braced Channel and
Z-Section Purlins. In this phase of the experimental program
three "full-scale" assemblies were tested under simulated wind-
uplift loading. In addition, several supplementary tests were
carried out to determine various physical parameters utilized
1n the analytical solution.
The reported results are restricted to those tests that
have direct bearing on correlating the test results with computer
analysis. Several additional preliminary and supplementary tests
were conducted in order to establish the procedures used or to
verify the results obtained.
2. ASSEMBLY TESTING
2. 1 Ge.n e.Jta.£
Wind uplift loading was simulated in three tests on continu-
ous, lapped purlins of three-25 feet spans, one with channel and
two with Z-sectjon purlins. Schematics of the assemblies are given
in Figs. la, 2a, 3 and 4. A photograph of the overall view is given
in Fig. 52. Cross-sectional dimensions of purlins and the roof
deck are shown in Figs. lb, 2b, and lc. The roof deck was canti-
levered out over the purlins to reflect the cupping of the roof
deck in a prototype around the screw connection under uplift load-
ing. Several tests had to be carried out as described in Section III
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to determine a feasible and desirable span for this cantilever.
The loading was applied by vacuum with the purlins suppor-
ted by a frame as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In setting up the full
scale test, first the purlins were connected with 1/2 inch diame-
ter bolts to the members simulating the building frame. These
members were W IOxl5 sections as shown in Figs. 1 through 3.
Next, starting from one end of the assembly, the roof deck was
connected to the purlins by #14 self tapping sheet metal screws.
The purl ins of the first Z-section purlin assembly were observed
to have a large initial sweep and twist. The initial sweep and
twist were due to the fact that the purlins themselves were in-
itially imperfect and the assembly had to be constructed in upside
,down form of the normal configuration. Therefore, the C-section
and second Z-section purlin assemblies were constructed using
temporary wood bracing to minimize the initial sweep and twist.
The purlins were also straightened out prior to assembly.
Polyethylene sheet and tape for sealing was placed between
the purlin and the roof deck as shown in Fig. 3. To complete the
set-up, polyethylene was taped securely to the floor to create an
airtight space for pulling the vacuum needed to simulate wind up-
lift loading. Erection details on the manufacturers drawings were
carried out to \he maximum possible extent. Before each test, a
representative from the purlin manufacturer was invited to inspect
and approve the details of assembly and testing.
Braces were used at supports in all tests to prevent lateral
displacement and twist of the purlins at all the supports. Braces
are illustrated in Fig. 52. At the ends of the purlins, rake chan-
nels were used in the channel assembly but not in the Z-section
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assembly.
2.2 Fi~~t Z-Seetion Pu~lin Te~t
Z-section purlins were tested first. The Z-section assembly
purlins had significant initial sweep and twist as shown in Fig.
5. Dial and strain gages were located as shown in Figs. 6 and
13. Two preliminary tests with loadings up to 15 psf were con-
ducted first. Only the first preliminary tests were carried out
without braces at supports to prevent lateral displacement and
twist. These tests indicated that a steady load could be main-
tained as desired and hence the final test was carried out. Dis-
placements, rotations and stresses are plotted in Figs. 7 through
12 and 14 to 20. In these plots the vertical axis is the load
axis. The numbers to the right of this axis indicate the mag-
nitude of the vacuum applied. The dead load per square foot of
the horizontal projection of the test assembly was 2.25 lbs. The
origin of the vertical axis is, therefore, taken as 2.25 psf be-
low the zero vacuum pressure. The stresses and displacements are
with respect to the state with dead loading only. Only the maxi-
mum compression and tension stresses are plotted for each section
investigated. Appendix A presents the detailed test data, deflections
and stresses at any point where strain gages were applied (Fig. 13)
can be obtained from Appendix A. In some instances, readings
should be disregarded because of obvious gage malfunction or ob-
servation error.
Although the last gage readings were taken at 36 psf loading,
the failure occurred at about 40 psf. At failure a plastic buckle
of very short wave length appeared at 10 feet from the outside end
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of the end spans (indicating yielding) and some tearing was
observed in the roof deck around the screws in the vicinity of
the same location.
Specimens were taken from the middle span for cantilever
shear test and material properties tests. The middle span did
not show any sign of failure or permanent set in the assembly
test.
No intermediate braces were used in the Z-section tests.
2.3 C-See~ion Pu~lin Te~~
Using the same set-up and general procedure as above, an
assembly using C-section purlins as shown in Fig. 2a and b fab-
ricated. Several precautions were taken for this assembly to
improve initial straightness of the purlins. Prior to assembling,
the purlins were straightened. Wooden 2" x 6" braces were used
at three points in each span to prevent rotations and lateral
displacements during assembly. These braces were taken out be-
fore testing. Initial sweep was observed as shown in Fig. 21.
Braces, same as those used for the Z-section purlins, were pro-
vided at supports to eliminate lateral deflections and twist.
Prior to final testing two preliminary tests with loading
up to 9 psf were carried out. In the first preliminary tests
an intermediate brace was used to investigate potential experi-
mental problems that might arise in tests contemplated for the
future. The results were satisfactory. Dial and strain gage
locations used in the final test are shown in Figs. 22 and 28.
Test results are plotted in Figs. 23 to 28 and 30 to 34. The
dead weight of the assembly was 2.52 psf for the end spans and
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2.32 psf for the center span. The comments made for vertical and
horizontal coordinates of similar plots for the Z-section Purlin
Assembly test in section 2.2 are also valid here. Only the maxi-
mum compression or tension stresses are plotted for each section.
A complete record of all the gage readings is presented in Appendix
B. As in the Z assembly test, a few readings should be disregarded
because of obvious gage malfunction or observation error. Fig. 35
gives a plot of the vertical deflection of the roof deck itself.
The last readings of the gages were taken at 39 psf and failure
occurred at about 42 psf. A simultaneous sudden increase in the
rate of deflections and the twist and pull-over type failure was
observed in one end span around 10 feet from the outside end. It
was not clear whether the pull-over failure precipitated the purlin
failure or vica versa. In the other outside span, failure did not
occur even though an increased rate of deformations were observed.
Specimens for another cantilever shear test and material pro-
perties tests were taken from undamaged portions of the assembly.
2.4 Seeond Z-Seet~on Pu~l~n Te~t
A second Z-Section Purlin Assembly was constructed with
special care to minimize the initial sweep and twist as discussed
in Section 2.3 for the C-Section Purlins. As discussed in Section
2.1, the initial sweep and twist that was present in the first test
was thought to be too excessive for an actual structure. The as-
sembly braces and all the dimensions were as described in Section 2.2.
The initial sweep and twist observed after the braces were removed
is shown in Fig. 36. Dial gage and strain gage locations are
shown in Figs. 37 and 44. Test results are plotted in Figs. 38
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through 43 and 45 through 51. The dead weight of the assembly
was 2.25 psf. The comments made for vertical and horizontal
coordinates of similar plots for the first test in Section 2.2
are also valid here. Only the maximum compression and tension
stresses are plotted for each section. A complete record of all
the gage readings is presented in Appendix C. A few of the
strain gages malfunctioned at low loads, but were subsequently
fixed and functioned properly. The results corresponding to this
range of malfunction were extrapolated and interpolated from the
proper results. These ranges of values are shown by dashed lines
in the plots.
The last readings were taken at 48 psf and the failure occured
at about 50 psf. At failure plastic buckles of very short wave
lengths appeared at 10 feet from the outside supports of the end
spans. Photographs of the local buckles as well as the overall
view of this test are given in Figs. 52 through 54.
3. TESTS TO DETERMINE ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT PARAMETER F
The intent of this test is to evaluate the relationship
between the applied twisting moment and the twist angle as a result
of local deformations around the screw.
Since it was felt that the set-up and procedure used in
the earlier Cornell research did not reflect the effect of "cupping"
of the roof deck around the screws, a new test set-up and procedure
was developed. Several tests were carried out to explore possible
problems and to determine a feasible and desirable cantilevering
span (overhand distance L, in Fig. 56) for the roof deck over the
purlins on the sides (Figs. la and lb.). The set-up shown in Fig.
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55 appears feasible for evaluating the rotational restraint in
a prototype roof assembly. The distance L should be as large as
possible without causing beam type failure of the roof deck under
imposed loads.
For the evaluation of the rotational restraint in the test
assembly, the set-up shown in Fig. 56 is more desirable and was
used. Since the overhand distance L influences the value of F
obtained, the overhand distance actually used in the full scale
test assembly was used in the test to determine F.
Rotation resulting from the deflection of the roof deck as
a cantilever has to be measured and subtracted from the total ro-
tation because only the rotation due to local effects is represen-
tative of the full scale test behavior. Cross-bending rotation in
the full scale test has to computed and included in the value of
F used. Rotation in the test for F due to cantilever bending and
cross bending rigidity in the full scale test proved to be negli-
gible compared to local effects.
The details of the connection between the purlin and the roof
deck were the same in both the test for F and the full scale test.
These details include location of the screw on the flange, tape
and polyethylene between the roof deck and the purlin and the
direction of rotation.
Procedure for computing F is outlined in Fig. 57. Only those
results that will be of direct use in the evaluation of full scale
tests are given in this report. They are shown in Figs. 58 through
67.
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4. TESTS TO DETERMINE SHEAR RIGIDITY OF ROOF DECK Q
The objective of this test program is to correlate the
full scale tests results with analytical results. Therefore,
special framing that reflects the conditions ln the full scale
tests was used in the cantilever shear tests to determine the
shear rigidity, Q, of the roof deck. The general set-up is
shown in Figs. 68 and 69.
Three cantilever shear tests were conducted. The set-up
for the first test is shown in Fig. 68 and the results are shown in
Fig. 70. The second test set-up and the results are shown in
Figs. 69 and 71, respectively. The third test had a set-up sim-
ilar to the second test, but the roof deck was not connected to
the edge beam on the far side (that is, the edge parallel to the
line of action of the load and opposite from the side where the
load was applied). On the near side the roof deck was connected
to the edge beam. The results of this test are shown in Fig. 72.
The connection details in the full scale test between the
purlins and the roof deck, as well as at the seam connections, were
used in the cantilever shear test specimen. The connections between
the edge beams and the roof deck in Tests 2 and 3 were the same as
the seam connections with one screw added close to the corner of
the side connected.
5. CONNECTION LOAD AND ROTATION CAPACITY TESTS
Three pilot tests were conducted for this purpose. Two tests
were condqcted using a fixture that was recommended in a recent
Cornell project for uplift-pull-over simulation. This fixture gives
good and consistent results for concentrically applied loads on the
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connection. The screw connections 1n the test specimen as well
those in the prototype are subjected to a significant prying
action due to the twisting of the purlin. In one of the tests
using the Cornell fixture the load was applied concentrically and
in the other with a 3/4 in. eccentricity. The ultimate loads of
700 lbs. and 446 lbs. per screw, respectively, were observed.
The author believes that the simulation of the prying action was
not satisfactory in these tests. Therefore, these tests will not
be described in detail. The third test was conducted using the
fixture illustrated in Fig. 56. The connection failed at a com-
bination of loads P = 80 lbs/screw and V = 125 lbs/screw. In this
test V was kept constant at 125 lbs/screw while P was increased.
Due to the sudden nature of the failure, the rotation angle at
failure could not be measured accurately. It is estimated to be
between .2 to .3 radious (11 to 17 degrees).
6. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
After each full scale test, standard tensile coupons were
taken from unyielded portions of the purlins. Three coupons (one
from each flange and the web) were cut from each type of pur1in.
Coupons from the Z-section purlin had yield stresses of 55.4,
55.5, and 55.7 ksi.
Coupons from .0773 inches thick channel section purlin (used
for the interior span) had yield stresses 47.5, 45.0 and 48.9 ksi.
Coupons from .1119 inches thick channel section pur1in (used
for the end spans) had an average yield stress of 40 ksi.
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Fig. 5 Injtial Sweep of Z-Section Purl ins - First Test
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Fig. 7 Vertical Deflection, Midspan of End Spans -
First Z-Section Purlin Test
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Fig. 10 Vertical Deflection, Midspan of Center Spans -
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Fig. 11 Horizontal Deflection, Midspan of Center Spans -
First Z-Section Purlin Test
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Fig. 12 Twist Angle, Midspan of Center Spans -
First Z-Section Pur1in Test
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Fig. 14 Stresses at 10 ft. from outside supports,
















Fig. 15 Stresses at 10 ft. from Outside Supports,
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Fig. 16 Stresses at 14 inches from the Interior Support
(Just Beyond the Nested Portion), End Spans -





Fig. 17 Stresses at 14 inches from the Interior Support
(Just Beyond the Nested Protion), End Spans -




























Fig. 19 Stresses at Mid Span, Center Spans -














Fig. 20 Stresses at 14.5 inches from the Interior Support
(Just.Beyond the Nested Portion), Center Spans -






















Fig. 20 Stresses at 14.5 inches from the Interior Support
(Just.Beyond the Nested Portion), Center Spans -
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Fig. 21 Initial Sweep of C-Section Purlins
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Fig. 30 Stresses at 10 ft. From Outside Supports,
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Fig. 31 Stresses at 10 ft. From Outside Supports,
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Fig. 32 Stresses at 1.5 inches Away From the Overlap






























































Fig. 34 Stresses at 1.S inches Away From the Overlap Over

















Fig. 35 Vertical Deflection of Roof neck at Mid Point





























































































































































Fig. 38 Vertical Deflection, Mfdspan of End Spans - Second
Z-Section Purlin Test
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Fig. 40 Twist Angle, Midspan of End Spans -
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Fig. 41 Vertical Deflection, Midspan of Center Spans -
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Fig. 42 Horizontal Deflection, Midspan of Center Spans -
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Fig. 43 Twist Angle, Midspan of Center Spans -




























Fig. 45 Stresses at 10 ft. From Outside Supports,






















Fig. 46 Stresses at 10 ft. From Outside Supports.
















Fig. 47 Stresses at 14 inches from the Interior
Support (Just Beyond the Nested Portion),


























Fig. 48 Stresses at 14 inches from the Interior
Support (Just Beyond the Nested Portion),
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Fig. 51 Stresses at 14.5 inches from the Interior
Support (Just Beyond the Nested Portion),
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Fig. 55 Test Set-up for the Determination of the
Rotational Restraint, F, for a Prototype
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Fig. 56 Test Set-up for the Determination of the










Fig. 57 Determination of Rotational Stiffness, F.
Notation: h = Depth of Purlin ; a = Horizontal disp1. of
Vertical Load V
b = Distance between dial gages on web of pur1in
d = Relative horiz. movement of gages on web of
purlin
c Distance between the dial gages on the roof
deck
e = Relative vert. disp. of dial gages on the roof
deck
M = Ph + Va
8 81 82 where 81
d and 82
a
= = b = -e
F = M/w
8
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V = 160 1bs/screw
F = .15625 k-in/in/rad
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Fig. 61 Plot for Determining Rotational Restraint F
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Fig. 68 Test Set-up for Determining Q - Test No.1
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Fig. 70 Determination of Q - Test No.1
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Fig. 72 Determination of Q-Test No.3
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